What we have done last week :: Team
We have 2 meetings last week. We have talked about what we have done and also what will be done. We are getting expert on JSP and also this week we started to study on Sql and database tables. We almost cleared our tables schemas. In these weeks we are going to start implementation. We are also worked on Openfire API. Since we had midterms and quizes last week its really exhaustive for us to study on these topics.

What we have done last week :: Individual
M.Arif Ugurel
I am continuing working on JSP. I also started the implementation part of our project. I started reading about keyword completion and how to enrich our database. I planned to determine what can be done about machine learning and about automatic answers. It is a really challenging issue and i’m at the beginning right now.

Serdar Saygılı
I revising Jsp tutorials as stated Gantt chart. Moreover because of my 352 Database exam I study ER diagrams, Normalization Forms and Sql queries. For Sql queries I have looked to: http://www.1keydata.com/sql/sqlorderby.html

Bugra Hasbek
I started reading jsp tutorials as we stated in our gantt chart. I also read some sql tutorials

Ruslan Abdulla
while preparing requirement analysis report, we also included ganttchart and we decided follow the tasks written in ganttchart. By this, this week not to forget previous readings I read some jsp tutorials additionally. Moreover, I started to gain some information about Sql.

What we will do next week :: Team
This week we will work on mostly database system. Since we had started implementation slowly, this week we must finish issues related to database and JSP. We are planning using Oracle so we must handle Oracle-JSP binding and the other thing about Oracle. We will also trace some JSP codes in order to understand in deep. Next week we plan to talk with Mr Fidan, we will talk about our assistant about of this meeting.